**Metal Master** is formulated without dangerous acids or fluorides, utilizing EPA approved surfactents for biodegradability. It’s so safe it can be used on chrome without any damage.

**NON DOT REGULATED • NON CORROSIVE • USDA A-3 COMPLIANT**

SAFE ON GLASS, CHROME, PAINT AND SKIN

*For general cleaning and brightening of Aluminum and Stainless Steel. Use on tankers, wheels, airplanes, props, motorcycles, and RV’s. Also great for exhaust, air conditioner coils, evaporator coils, condenser coils, radiators, and fittings.*

- Rapidly Removes Oxide
- Brightens Aluminum & Stainless Steel
- Readily Biodegradable Per OECD Guidelines
- Replaces Fluorides & Dangerous Hydrofluoric Acid

*Chemme.Co recommends pre-testing Metal Master on small test area before starting the cleaning process, making sure you achieve the desired finish*

Made in the United States of America

**CALL 888-207-0660**

**FAX 888-602-0046**

**Chemme.Co**

Unique Technologies That Solve Problems!
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